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Elmer, Kathy, Javier and Julie are neighbors. The data shows the number of !sh in each of their 

!sh tank. Draw pictograph to represent the data and answer the questions.

= 4 Fish 

Key

Who has most !sh?1) 

2)  Who has 16 !sh?

3) How many fewer !sh did Javier have than Kathy?

4) How many !sh did Elmer and Julie have altogether?
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Sally plays in the garden everyday. She counts the butter!ies each day and records the 

information in a table. Help her to represent the data in the pictograph and answer the 

questions. 

= 2 Butter!ies 

Key

On which day does Sally see fewest butter!ies?1) 

2)  When does Sally see more butter!ies, Day 1 or Day 2?

3) Which day does she see 8 butter!ies?

4) How many butter!ies does Sally see on Day 3 and Day 4?
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Sylvia has a habit of plucking !owers from her aunt’s garden. The data shows the number of 

!owers she plucked from Monday through Thursday. Draw pictograph to represent the data 

and answer the questions.

= 7 Flowers 

Key

How many !owers did Sylvia pluck on Monday?1) 

2)  How many more !owers did Sylvia pluck on Tuesday than Wednesday?

3) Were more !owers plucked on Wednesday or Thursday?

4) How many did Sylvia pluck in all?
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